Sociology 146: Contemporary Immigration in Global Perspective
Fall 2014 ~ MWF, 11am-noon, 210 Wheeler

Professor Irene Bloemraad
University of California, Berkeley
bloemr@berkeley.edu
442 Barrows Hall, ph. 642-4287

Office Hours: Mondays, 12:20am – 2pm
~ sign up at http://wejoinin.com/bloemr@berkeley.edu

Course Description:

Over the last four decades, immigration has again transformed the United States. It is also producing significant changes elsewhere, from the European nations that sent people to the United States a century ago, to oil-rich Middle Eastern states and developing nations. Why do people migrate across international borders? Can states control migration, including “unwanted” migrants? How do we understand the politics of immigration? We begin with these questions and examine the policies that let some people in, while keeping others out.

We then consider incorporation, the process by which foreign “outsiders” become integrated in their new home. Are immigrants and their children becoming part of the mainstream in their adoptive countries? What is the mainstream? How do social scientists evaluate and theorize immigrant integration? We start with socio-economic integration and then move to broader questions of membership, belonging and citizenship. Throughout, we draw on research by sociologists, political scientists, demographers, economists and anthropologists.

With no sign that international migration is slowing down, the causes and consequences of immigration will be a critical topic for the 21st century. California, in particular, stands at the leading edge of these transformations – more than one of every four residents in the state was born outside the US. The course is anchored in the US case, but we also consider other Western nations and the lessons they provide. The class is open to anyone with an interest in migration and a willingness to examine issues that raise difficult moral, political and academic questions.

Course Goals and Requirements:

This is a demanding, but rewarding, class. I expect you to devote considerable time and energy to the course. Those unable to make the commitment should not enroll. In return, I will share my passion for immigration studies and help you gain a deeper understanding of immigration and how to do and evaluate social science research. By the end of the course, you will have:

(1) a solid understanding of basic immigration patterns, legal structures & academic debates;
(2) hands-on experience gathering, organizing & analyzing different types of empirical data.
To this end, your grade will be based on the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistical profile of an immigrant group</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>Fri Sept 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection essays on readings &amp; lecture</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Mon Oct 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2 essays)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Mon Nov 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft interview questionnaire</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Fri Oct 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcript of interview &amp; discussion</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Fri Dec 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section participation</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Over semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short quizzes (5 will count)</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Over semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final take-home exam</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>by 3pm, Mon, Dec 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LATE POLICY: Letter grade assignments are marked down a third of a grade for each day late, e.g., an A- becomes a B if two days late. Pass/ not pass assignments become “not pass” if a day late or more.

**Statistical profile.** On your own or with a partner, you will write a statistical profile of one or two immigrant group(s) in the United States or another country. Individual projects will examine one group in one country and be 5-8 pages, including figures. Partner projects will be 7-10 pages, comparing two groups in the same country or the same migrant group living in two different countries. For further details, see the end of the syllabus. I will also provide some data sources. **DUE at the start of lecture, Friday, September 26.**

**Reflection papers:** After major course sections, you will hand in a reflection paper of 3-6 double-spaced pages. (The questions are in the syllabus.) I expect you to synthesize and reflect on readings and lecture material to build your paper’s argument. You can draw on material from outside of class, but it is not necessary. These memos will be graded on a pass/ fail basis. Solid, college-level papers will earn a pass. These papers are first drafts of the same questions on the take-home final; do not throw the papers away! **Reflection memos are DUE at the start of lecture on Monday October 20 and Monday November 17.**

**Interview project:** Working on your own, you will do an oral history with someone who migrated to the United States before 2009. This person may be a relative, an acquaintance or a stranger. You will construct a well-conceived interview questionnaire that probes migration, integration and membership experiences. The questionnaire is worth 5% and must be cleared by the instructor or GSI before conducting the interview. The questionnaire is **DUE at the start of lecture on Friday October 31.** The remaining 10% of your grade will be based on your transcription of the interview and your discussion of one major theme from it, as related to course readings. This assignment will also motivate one essay question on the take-home final. See the end of the syllabus for further details. **DUE at the start of lecture, Friday, December 5.**

**Section participation:** We cover a lot of material and I ask you to tap into a wide set of skills for the class assignments. In addition, this class has been selected as one of the Sociology department’s writing improvement courses. For all these reasons, the course has a GSI and mandatory sections. Since your active participation will improve your learning and that of your peers, 10% of your final grade will be based on section participation.
**Short quizzes:** This class has no mid-term or sit-down final exam. To keep you on track with the readings and check that you understand the material, there will be 7-9 quizzes given during section or lecture. We will only count the best five scores. Each of these five quizzes is worth 2% of your final grade. If you score 80% or above, you receive the full 2%. If you score 60-79%, you receive 1%. No credit is given for grades below 60%. There are no make-up quizzes for those who miss class the day of a quiz. You will find practice questions on the class website.

**Take-home final:** The take-home final exam will consist of four essay questions. Two will be revised drafts of your reflection memos; we will look for improvement in argumentation and writing as well as the substance of your answer. A third question will draw on your oral history interview. The final question will be an essay synthesizing important themes from across the course. Each of these questions counts for 10% of your final grade. The take-home final will be distributed the last day of class, **DUE Monday, December 15, by 3pm.**

**Accommodations:**

Come speak to me as early as possible about accommodations related to disabilities, religious observances or events that will prevent you from attending class. In all cases, you are responsible for class material and getting assignments in on time.

**Course Materials:**

Electronic copies of all course readings can be found via bCourses; for some readings, live URL addresses are found below, as well as on bCourses. [https://bCourses.berkeley.edu](https://bCourses.berkeley.edu)

**TIP:** Use the “Modules” tab to navigate the course materials. All readings are divided into class sections, in the order they appear below. I’ve also created practices quizzes so you can test your knowledge. The questions will be similar to the in-class quizzes that count for your final grade.

**About the Readings:**

For each lecture, I assign one or two readings. These are usually research articles, theoretical pieces or overviews of a topic. All lecture readings are **required.** I provide reflection questions to guide your reading. Quiz questions will be drawn from readings and lecture material.

Use the reading sheet on bCourses to summarize readings, and consult Chapter 1 & 2 of the *Writing Guide for Sociology* for tips on effective college-level reading. This *Guide* is online at [http://sociology.berkeley.edu/undergraduate-writing-resources](http://sociology.berkeley.edu/undergraduate-writing-resources).

In some sections of the syllabus, I include additional readings that provide more background. They might give statistics on migration flows, public opinion data on attitudes toward migration, or evidence about immigrant integration. These readings are not required, but available to further supplement class material. They are also good resources for writing reflection memos. This material will not be tested in quizzes. If a particular topic interests you, let me know – I’m always happy to suggest other resources.
INTRODUCTION:

Friday, Aug. 29

Explore the following articles. Skim them and follow up on items that interest you.


PART A: THEORIZING MIGRATION: WHY DO PEOPLE MIGRATE?

Why do People Migrate? Economics and Social Networks

Read the UN report first. Based on this report, what are the causes of migration – why do people leave their countries for other nations? Next, read Portes & Rumbaut and Sassen. In what ways are their perspectives the same as the UN report, and in what ways do they differ? Now read Massey’s synthesis of migration theory. Draw up a table or a diagram of the different theories he presents and identify how they differ or resemble each other. Consider the key actors, motivations and mechanisms in each theory. Now take a step back and consider all the readings. What seems the most persuasive argument to account for migration? Are there arguments missing from this debate?

Wednesday Sept. 3


Friday Sept. 5


Monday Sept. 8


Additional information:

Can People Migrate? Government Policy and Politics

Compare and contrast the readings in this section with those above. What is the key difference in the approach to explaining international migration? How does this alternative emphasis change the way we should approach economic or social network considerations, as in Menjívar’s study? Next, compare and contrast arguments made by Zolberg, Martin, Messina and Freeman to explain immigration policy. Try to apply these explanations to policy evolution and current debates in the United States (Martin) and Europe (Messina).

Wednesday Sept. 10


Friday Sept. 12


Monday Sept. 15


Wednesday Sept. 17


Friday Sept. 19

No required readings. We will review Part A of the course and discuss the statistical assignment. Make sure you understand all the readings thus far.

Additional information:
Key US immigration laws, 1790-2006: http://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/timeline-1790

PART B: IMMIGRATION POLICY: CHOOSING MIGRANTS/ CONTROLLING BORDERS


Skim the UNHCR publication first. According to UNHCR who is as a refugee or someone of concern – on what basis does someone count as a refugee? Look at the photo depictions of refugees. Now read Zucker and Zucker. According to them, what factors influence who gets into the United States as a refugee or asylee? Next, read the article by Rottman, et al. What explanations do they consider for ‘who gets in and why’? Based on their evidence, which explanations receive the most support? Considering Messina, how were refugee and asylee flows similar or different in the European context? Finally, take a step back. The Zucker & Zucker piece is twenty-five years old; many things
Monday Sept. 22


Wednesday Sept. 24


Additional information:


The documentary Well-Founded Fear (2000) provides a behind-the-scenes view of how the federal bureaucracy decides who receives political asylum. (Media Resources Center: VIDEO/C 7297)

Friday Sept. 26

No required readings.

Statistical Profile Assignment DUE Friday September 26, at the start of lecture. See the instructions at the end of the syllabus and materials on bCourse.

Monday Sept. 29


What to Consider in Crafting Immigration Policy? Economic and Cultural Concerns

What goals should guide a country’s immigration policy? In the previous section, readings debated human rights, foreign policy and domestic politics as critical factors. Many contemporary debates, however, center on the economic benefits of migration; consider the case of Canadian immigration policy and commentary on the earlier Martin reading about US immigration. Others raise economic concerns in advocating restrictions on immigration, and emigration, including worries about “brain drain” from developing countries. Finally, some research suggests that anti-immigrant sentiment is not rooted in economic considerations but driven by feelings of cultural threat. For the readings below, identify what factors influence public opinion and actual policy – are they the same? What goals should guide immigration policy? Begin to formulate your answer to the first reflection question.

Wednesday Oct. 1


Additional information:
Interactive maps of migration & remittances: http://www.nytimes.com/ref/world/20070622_CAPEVERDE_GRAPHIC.html#

Friday October 3


Additional information:

Can States Control Borders? Unauthorized Migration

Ngai provides historical context about the construction of the category of “illegal alien.” Massey & Pren evaluate post-1965 US attempts at controlling migration. Compare and contrast the accounts of migration control today and in the past. How do these readings differ from or support prior readings’ accounts of state control? Abrego considers some of the consequences of being “illegal” for young people. Note in particular Abrego’s discussion of being undocumented for theories of assimilation, a topic we take up in more depth later in the semester.

Monday October 6


Wednesday October 8

Friday October 10

Abrego, Leisy Janet. 2006. “I can’t go to college because I don’t have papers:’ Incorporation Patterns of Latino Undocumented Youth.” Latino Studies 4(3): 212-231.


Should Nation-States Control Borders? The Moral Dilemmas of Migration

Most course readings evaluate theories that explain actual experiences and events using empirical evidence. This week’s readings, however, touch on normative and moral questions. Wilcox and Macedo articulate arguments for why states should or should not control migration. Carefully deconstruct the logic of these arguments. Who is the key person or group of people of concern? What motivations should drive who and how many people migrate, and on what basis they should be chosen? After you identify the structure of the moral arguments, evaluate whether you agree with the assumptions and logic behind the arguments. Next, consider some of the debates in Europe, where there is a limited type of free movement as envisioned by open border proponents. The case of Switzerland – which is not an EU member – provides some empirical evidence on ordinary citizens’ preferences regarding would-be fellow citizens. Also consider earlier readings (e.g., Sides & Citrin) on public preferences. How should existing citizens’ preferences be weighed against the preferences of those who would like to migrate and join the country?

Monday October 13


Visit the Center for Immigration Studies website (www.cis.org), a DC think tank that advocates “low immigration,” and the Center for American Progress (www.americanprogress.org/tag/immigration-reform/view/), a think tank of “progressive ideas,” to see how two opposing groups articulate arguments for and against migration.

Wednesday October 15


Friday October 17


Reflection Memo #1 DUE MONDAY October 20, at the start of lecture:

Can states control migration? Should they?
Consider all the readings so far this semester and outline your academic assessment about the ability of countries to control borders. (In formulating your assessment, consider why migrants move and how states can or cannot control this movement.)

Then outline a normative argument for why states should control or open borders, & to whom.

**PART C: IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION: ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL INCLUSION**

**Debating “Assimilation” in the US: Straight-line, Segmented, or Something Else?**

The readings this week debate the dynamics of immigrant integration, including the incorporation of the 2nd and 3rd generations (the children and grandchildren of migrants). For each, identify the definition of “integration” used. What do the authors see as indicators [measures] of integration? What do the authors say (or imply) about “successful” integration – how would we know it has been achieved? Next, outline how each author theorizes integration dynamics. What are the key factors driving integration? Given these factors, is integration happening? Does it happen in the same way for everyone? If not, on what basis can we expect differences?

**Monday October 20**


[http://www.migrationinformation.org/Feature/display.cfm?ID=442](http://www.migrationinformation.org/Feature/display.cfm?ID=442)

**Wednesday October 22**


**Friday October 24**

In class tutorial: Preparing and conducting an in-depth interview

- Also see resources on bCourses site.

**Monday October 27**


**Is Integration Just about Immigrants? The Importance of National Context**

The readings in the last section outlined theories by American scholars centered on the American context. How well do these theories apply outside the United States? Can they be extended to other countries? In reading the authors for this section, identify which national- or societal-level variables they claim might affect immigrant integration in different countries. Can we generate a general or “grand” theory of integration?
Wednesday October 29


**Additional information:**


---

**Draft In-Depth Interview Questions DUE Friday, October 31, at the start of lecture.**

*See the instructions at the end of the syllabus and materials on bCourses.*

---

Friday October 31


**Additional information:**


---

Monday November 3


---

**PART D: MEMBERSHIP, BELONGING AND CITIZENSHIP**

**Race and Immigration: The End of the Color Line or a Line Re-drawn?**

One of the most enduring sources of inequality in the US has been inequality based on race. Today’s immigrants challenge the traditional white/black dichotomy in the United States. For each reading, outline how and why some authors think immigration will undermine the US color line, while others think it will reaffirm the centrality of race. What data do they offer? How persuasive do you find the arguments and evidence?

Next, consider race beyond the United States. European scholars often complain that Americans focus too much on race, especially at the expense of adequate attention to class inequalities. Thinking about prior readings on Europe, as well as the Alba/Foner and Maxwell readings below, outline arguments for why race matters in Europe, and why it does not. How important is race for immigrant integration beyond the United States, based on evidence in the readings?
Wednesday November 5


Friday November 7


Monday November 10


Wednesday November 12


Friday November 14


**Reflection Memo #2 DUE Monday November 17, at the start of lecture**

**Are immigrants integrating into the societies where they live? Why or why not?**

Consider the readings since the last reflection memo. In formulating your assessment, outline *your* definition of “integration” and indicate how social scientists should *measure* integration. What do these measures suggest about the outcomes and processes behind immigrant integration in the United States and Europe?

**Legal Status: A New Line of Social Stratification?**

Traditionally, sociologists have studied inequality through the lens of class, race and gender, and more recently they have considered sexuality and disability. Immigration studies raise another possible basis of inequality: legal status. First consider the Nawyn reading, and prior readings about refugees. What sort of welcome and integration assistance do they receive? What message of inclusion (or exclusion) are they sent? Next consider the Abrego and Sigona readings. How does undocumented status affect the people they study? Why might the undocumented be considered a single “class” of individuals, and why might they not? (That is, what sorts of internal diversity exist?) Finally, consider the Bloemraad reading and prior readings this semester. In your judgment, what are the key sources of inequality and differential membership for immigrants?
Monday November 17


Wednesday November 19


Friday November 21


Monday November 24


Wednesday November 26 and Friday November 28 – NO CLASS - Thanksgiving

**Gridlock or Change: Immigration, Social Change and the Future**

This last week will be devoted to gazing into a metaphorical crystal ball to try to predict the future of migration flows, immigrant integration, legislative politics and larger patterns of social change brought about by international migration. Given everything you have learned in this class, what are the prospects for immigration and social change moving forward? In asking this question, we will review major themes of the course. I will also share some on-going research on how US voters respond to different ways of framing the politics of immigration reform. You should be working on your oral history interview transcriptions this week.

Monday December 1


Wednesday December 3


Additional information:

Friday December 5 – Semester review

Interview Transcript and Discussion DUE Friday, December 5, at the start of lecture. See the instructions at the end of the syllabus and materials on bSpace.

*   *   *

TAKE-HOME FINAL EXAM
Distributed at the end of class on Friday, December 5. DUE by 3pm on Monday, December 15 in 410 Barrows Hall.

*   *   *
Statistical Profile of an Immigrant Group – individual or group assignment

The goal of this assignment is to familiarize you with some of the statistical resources available to researchers of immigration and to practice presenting numerical data.

On your own or with a partner, you will write a statistical profile of one or two immigrant group(s) in the United States or in another country. **Individual projects** should be 5-8 pages, including figures, and examine one group in one country. **Partner projects** should be 7-10 pages, comparing two groups in the same country or the same migrant group living in two different countries. Doing this as a group project will help in gathering and interpreting the statistical information, but I will expect a more sophisticated write-up comparing the groups and speculating on the reason for similarities or differences.

Your profile should integrate graphical displays of numerical data (tables or graphs) with a narrative explaining the most important points from the figures. Please answer the following:

1. Describe, in broad terms, the migration history of your group, graphically & in words. When did your group begin arriving in significant numbers? Have there been peaks and dips in the group’s migration? Speculate about the reasons for changes over time.

2. What is the total number of foreign-born of your immigrant group today? What is their percentage of all foreign-born residents? What is their size relative to other groups?

3. What are the predominant means of immigrant entry for your group today, i.e., migration as family sponsored immigrants, employment immigrants, temporary workers, refugees & asylees and/or illegal migrants?

4. Investigate two or three demographic or socio-economic characteristics of the group, e.g., their residential patterns, gender or age composition, educational attainment, poverty, racial diversity, family structure, citizenship status, etc. Speculate on why you see these patterns. In speculating about the numbers, draw on the course readings and lecture materials. You do not have to do further reading, but you may if you wish.

In putting together your report, you must use **at least three different sources of statistical data**, including one from the US Department of Homeland Security and one from the US Census. You can use more. You must also provide **proper referencing** for your data. In the write up, give some thought to the credibility of the numbers and discuss any concerns you might have.

**Evaluation:** You will be evaluated on how accurately you use statistical data to profile your group and how well you integrate the numerical data within a narrative account. The profile should be neat and easy-to-read. If you are working with a partner, I only need one report per group; both students will receive the same grade.
Oral History with an Immigrant – individual assignment

The goal of this assignment is to have you reflect on academic theories by considering the life of a real person. I also want you to experience collecting data using an in-depth interview.

1. Prepare an interview questionnaire (must be approved prior to interview!)
   Construct an interview guide that considers (1) migration, (2) integration and (3) membership. You will want to decide on one or two major themes for each of these sections to provide focus for your questionnaire. (See extra resources provided on bCourses, lecture and section.)

   Your interview will be semi-structured, that is, it is guided by a questionnaire, but carried out like a conversation through “prompting”. You will need to write up and submit the questionnaire in the form you would use during the interview. This includes probes that you might use during the interview to encourage your respondent to tell you about his or her experiences with examples and anecdotes, rather than yes/no survey-style answers.

2. Do the oral interview
   Once accepted, you will use your questionnaire to interview an immigrant for 40-90 minutes. This person may be a relative, an acquaintance or a stranger. The person MUST be an adult (18 years or older) who was not born in the United States and who immigrated to the U.S. before 2009 at 13 years of age or older. You must follow ethical standards of informed consent. Request permission to record the interview and explain that the interview is confidential.

3. Transcribe (and translate into English, if necessary) the entire interview
   Type up a written transcript of the whole interview. Transcribe everything that is said, by the respondent and you, including partial sentences, small digressions, grammatical mistakes, etc. Include non-verbal information (e.g. respondent pounds the table, laughs, cries, etc.). [See bCourses for more information.] At the top of the transcript, include a short paragraph about the interview: where it took place, how you found the respondent, whether it went well, etc.
   WARNING: It usually takes 3-5 hours to type up one hour of audio recording. Don’t do the transcript at the last minute.

4. Thematic memo
   In one or two extra pages at the end of the transcript, take one theory or idea from the class readings and reflect on how well this idea matches the experiences of your respondent. If you were writing an academic paper, which parts of the interview would you quote to show that the academic theory or idea was right or wrong? Discuss why this might be the case.

Evaluation: Hand in BOTH the interview transcript and the thematic memo. You will be evaluated on (a) how you handled the interview (did you probe? listen well?); (b) the completeness of your transcript; and (c) the thoughtfulness of your thematic memo, notably how you identify & discuss quotes and examples from the interview in relation to readings.